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ABSTRACT: The clathrate hydrates occur in various types in which the number, size,
and shape of the various cages di!er. Usually the clathrate type of a speci"c guest is
predicted by the size and shape of the molecular guest. We have developed a
methodology to determine the clathrate type employing molecular mechanics with the
MMFF force "eld employing a strategy to calculate the energy of formation of the
clathrate from the sum of the guest/cage energies. The clathrate type with the most
negative (most stable) energy of formation would be the type predicted (we mainly
focused on type I, type II, or bromine type). This strategy allows for a calculation to
predict the clathrate type for any cage guest in a few minutes on a laptop computer. It
proved successful in predicting the clathrate structure for 46 out of 47 guest molecules.
The molecular mechanics calculations also provide a prediction of the guest position
within the cage and clathrate structure. These predictions are generally consistent with
the X-ray and neutron di!raction studies. By supplementing the di!raction study with
molecular mechanics, we gain a more detailed insight regarding the details of the
structure. We have also compared MM calculations to studies of the multiple occupancy of the cages. Finally, we present a
density functional calculation that demonstrates that the inside of the clathrates cages have a relatively uniform and low
electrostatic potential in comparison with the outside oxygen and hydrogen atoms. This implies that van der Waals forces will
usually be dominant in the guest!cage interactions.

! INTRODUCTION
The clathrate hydrates are both a fascinating and beautiful set of
compounds as well as a chemical system that has great
importance to the Earth’s natural combustible gas distribution.1

In this paper we will present a method that allows for the rapid
prediction of the type of clathrate hydrate any guest will form.
There is a great deal of empirical data on how the type of
hydrate formed depends on the size and shape of the guest.
The model presented here makes predictions regarding the
clathrate type that include e!ects more subtle than the mean
van der Waals diameter of the guest. Another important issue
addressed in this paper is the speci"c geometry of the guest
molecule inside of the cages. Despite very high quality X-ray
and neutron di!raction studies on many clathrate systems, the
crystal space group imposed disorder and the static and
dynamic disorder within the cage makes it di#cult to exactly "x
the molecular guest within the cage. Our calculations that can
be performed rapidly on a laptop computer are relatively simple
but the insights gained are quite profound.
Methodology. We derive a straightforward algorithm that

allows the energy of a clathrate cage with and without a guest to
be calculated using the MMFF force "eld within the Spartan
molecular mechanics package.2 This paper will focus on type I,
type II, and type bromine clathrate structures but the
methodology we have developed can be applied to type H or
any of the other types that have been or will be observed. Prior
to adding the guest molecules to the calculation, we built the

various cages by downloading the X-ray di!raction studies
coordinates into the program Crystal Maker3 7.2.1. Crystal-
Maker produces the coordinates of the oxygen atoms and the
half-hydrogen atoms that are disordered. After the desired cage
is isolated, there are four half-hydrogen atoms attached to each
oxygen atom. Half of these half-hydrogen atoms are eliminated
to yield the correct stoichiometry. Care is taken to choose the
remaining hydrogen atoms such that a proper selection of
covalent and hydrogen bonds is obtained and a relatively small
net dipole moment of the cage results.4!12 In a real clathrate
hydrate the location of the hydrogen atoms will $uctuate
between many possible orientations. Here, we use frozen
positions to calculate energies. One also has to pay attention to
the number and orientation of hydrogen atoms pointing out of
the cage to ensure a proper structure with a small dipole
moment. The following cages were constructed: (see the
Supporting Information for the coordinates of these cages)
(H2O)20-5

12, (H2O)24-5
1262, (H2O)26-5

1263, (H2O)28-5
1264,

(H20)36-5
1268, (H2O)20-4

35663. Consult Figure 1 for the cages
showing only the oxygen vertices and see Figure 2 showing the
oxygen and hydrogen atoms as well as the hydrogen bonds of
the cages. All the computations were carried out on an Apple
MacBookPro with Mac OS X 10.5.8. There are quite a few
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papers in the literature employing a higher level QM and DF ab
initio calculations on clathrates and several references to these
papers are included here.13!17

Once we build a speci"c cage and freeze its coordinates, a
guest molecule is then inserted inside of the cage and the cage!
guest energy is minimized using the Spartan molecular
mechanics routine. All guest atom coordinates remain $exible
during this procedure. To test the robustness of this procedure,

three initial guest con"gurations within the cage are tested in
each case, and a resulting minimum is found. Usually the
resulting energies of local minima are within 1 kJ/mol of the
average of the three values. Upon closer inspection, these local
minima only vary by slight di!erences due to the fact that the
cage symmetries are broken by the local hydrogen-bonding
structure. If one used the original half-hydrogen positions with
full symmetries, these would be symmetry related minima with
identical energies. For the purpose of the subsequent
calculations, we use the average of the three energy values as
the energy of the cage!guest pair. We then can calculate the
energy of each cage empty, build any guest molecule we are
interested in, and insert it inside the cage and then minimize
the frozen cage with the guest inside employing molecular
mechanics (MMFF in Spartan 10; see ref 18 and page S31 of
the Supporting Information for the Spartan MMFF94
Compliance Statement) to obtain the frozen cage plus guest
minimized energy. We then calculate the stabilization energy
(Est) for each cage. The stabilization energy (Est) is the energy
of the cage with guest (Ecg) minus the energy of the empty cage
(Ec) plus the energy of the guest alone (Eg).

= ! +E E E E( )st
nm cg c g

The subscript “nm” speci"es the number of water molecules in
the cage. The values obtained are given in Table S2 of the
Supporting Information. In some cases discussed in more detail
below, “true” higher energy local minima are found that would
not be interchanged if the cages were symmetric. In these cases,
the barrier for conversion to the lowest energy minima are large
enough that minimization does not "nd the lowest minima.
These energies are not used to calculate the guest!host
interaction energy but are used in the analysis of X-ray data as
will be described below.
The stable (guest in a cage) cages have a negative Est. We

then assume that the total stabilization energy for a particular
type of clathrate is an additive sum of the stabilization of all the
cages in the "lled clathrate. It is assumed that any individual
cage that has a positive Est will not be "lled due to the
unfavorable energy. In these cases Est is set to 0.0 to denote that
the cage with this guest in it will not be stable as far as our
criteria are concerned. See Table S2 in the Supporting
Information for the actual values of these positive energies.
The stabilization energy for each clathrate guest in each
clathrate type is calculated as below.

= + "E E E(type I) ((2 6 )/46) 100st st
20

st
24 (1)

= + "E E E(type II) ((16 8 )/136) 100st st
20

st
28 (2)

= + + "E E E E(type Br ) ((10 16 4 )/172) 100st
2

st
20

st
24

st
26

(3)

Note that the stabilization energies are per 100 mol of water.
This is an arbitrary number to set all the energies on the same
number of waters to make the decision of which clathrate type
will form with 100 mol of water. Thus, the most negative
Est(type X) for a particular guest will be the most stable
con"guration. Because the model is necessarily overly simple,
we employ a criterion for selection of a clathrate type to have
the Est at least 15 kJ/mol more stable than the next type to
make a “"rm” assignment.

Figure 1. Clathrate cages stick model, oxygen atoms only.

Figure 2. Principal hydrate clathrate cages with all H and O atoms.
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! RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Clathrate Crystal Stability. Table 1 presents the

calculated stabilization energy for type I and type II structures,

the predicted stable structure and the observed structures for
the 47 guest molecules we examined. Although our model is
quite rudimentary, the results are remarkably predictive. In each
case for which the stabilization energy of two types is di!erent
by more than 15 kJ/mol, our model predicts the correct result.
There are "ve cases that have the two energies of two types

within 15 kJ of each other. Three of those, the Br2, (CH2)3O,
and CH3!O!CH3, exist in each of the two types predicted. For
the other two, Kr and Ar, the prediction is correct for Ar, but
incorrect for Kr. The remarkable success of the results
presented in Table 1 gives us con"dence that the algorithm
presented here will predict the crystal type for most guest
molecules that could form a hydrate. Even though we restricted
our calculations to the type I, type II, and type Br2, the method
should also work for predictions on type H or any other type of
clathrate.
As discussed above, in 90% of the test cases the prediction is

unambiguous. Trimethylene oxide can be found in both type I
and type II crystals. In this respect it is interesting to note that
the molecule is too large to "t into the 512 cages and is more
than twice as stable in the 51264 cage than in the 51262 cage.
This is balanced out by the larger number of 51262 cages in the
type I structure than 51264 cages in the type II. Dimethyl ether
is particularly stable in the 51263 cage, resulting in the
observation of the Br2 type crystal structure.
The series Ar, Kr, and Xe is also instructive. Xenon is most

stable in the 51262 cage, most prevalent in the type I structure.
The type-I stability is further enhanced by its stability in the 512

cage. For Kr, the results are similar, with somewhat enhanced
stability in the 512 cage. This moves the stability toward type-II
enough that our model is ambiguous. The trend continues for
Ar, and although the model is still ambiguous, the absolute
prediction of clathrate type is now correct. It is also interesting
that the model predicted here correctly predicts the relative
stability of Xenon type-I > Kr type-II > Ar type-II. Similarly, Cl2
hydrate is correctly predicted to be more stable than Br2
hydrate and the I2 hydrate, which has yet to be observed
without a helper molecule.
It is quite interesting that the calculation of relative energies

results in such excellent prediction of the clathrate type without
the use of the Free Energy of formation or any reference
correction for entropies. In most cases, the energy di!erence
between the two crystal types is quite large, so the results are
unambiguous. Scho"eld and Jordan16 calculated the e!ects of
temperature on both enthalpy and entropy for the three Br2
hydrate crystal types and found that the cage energy was the
most important criterion. For a single guest type, temperature
e!ects evidently cancel out enough that they can be neglected.
A rigorous calculation of relative stability would require

evaluation of the chemical potential and the relative vapor
pressure as a function of temperature. Such calculations are
usually performed using the van der Waals!Platteeuw20

method. In most cases, data at a given temperature are used
to estimate a 1-D cage potential that can then be used to
extrapolate the data to other potentials. Only for a very
important system such as methane hydrate13,17 have completely
ab initio attempts to calculate stability been attempted. For
many of the guest molecules examined here, a 1-D potential
would be quite unphysical, so that ab initio methods would
necessarily entail a detailed attempt to account for the angular
dependence of the potential. Scho"eld and Jordan16 calculated
the relative stability of Br2 hydrate crystals from "rst principles
and obtained the correct result. However, the di#culty of that
study highlights the utility of the much less rigorous method
presented here.
Although it does not a!ect the predictive value of our model,

we note here that the cage energies, Ec, calculated using the
MMFF potential are also in reasonable agreement with the
accepted value of hydrogen bond energies. If Ec is divided by

Table 1. Clathrate Type Stabilities and Type Predictions for
Type I and Type II Clathrates (Energies in kJ/100 mol of
H2O)

guest Est(type I) Est(type II) prediction experiment

CO2 !272 !198 I I
propane !28 !263 II II
Xe !185 !133 I I
Kr !177 !167 I/II I/II
Ar !156 !161 I/II I/II
I2 0 !95 II II (in subst)
Br2 !78 !122 II/Br2 II/Br2(!112)
Cl2 !223 !99 I I
F2 !100 !65 I unknown
CH4 !274 !211 I I
H2S !331 !146 I I
C2H6 !299 !119 I I
cyclopropane !273 !155 I I
CH2ClF !242 !174 I I
CBrF3 0 !140 II II
CH3Br !181 !170 I I
CH3Cl !263 !164 I I
CH2Cl2 !9 !184 II II
(CH2)3O !234 !226 I/II I/II
THF 0 !226 II II
i-C4H10 0 !200 II II
n-C4H10 0 !168 II II
N2 !171 !111 I I
BrCl !180 !127 I I
PH3 !236 !201 I I
SF6 !305 !347 II II
CH3F !506 !362 I I
CH2F2 !413 !375 I I
CF4 !256 !89 I I
CH3CH2F !292 !173 I I
CH3!O!CH3 !167 !182 II/Br2 II/Br2(!196)
CH3COCH3 0 !250 II II
CH3I 0 !179 II II
benzene 0 !177 II II
O2 !149 !108 I I
N2O

a !821 !620 I I
SO2 !401 !388 I I
CH3CHCH2 !103 !152 II II
cyclopentane 0 !222 II II
(CH3)CF 0 !223 II II
C2H5Cl !98 !193 II II
CH3CHCl2 0 !196 II II
CHClF2 !192 !172 I I
CCl2F2 0 !146 II II
CCl3F 0 !138 II II
CH3CClF2 !3 !195 II II
CBrF3 !46 !141 II II
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the number of hydrogen bonds for each cage, one gets an
average hydrogen bond energy for each cage. This calculation
leads to 19.9 kJ/mol for the 512 cage (30 hydrogen bonds), 22.6
kJ/mol for the 51262 cage (36 hydrogen bonds), and 23.2 kJ/
mol for the 51264 cage (42 hydrogen bonds), which are close to
the usual hydrogen bond energy in ice of 21 kJ/mol. This is
probably not too surprising because the MMFF potentials are
used extensively for aqueous simulations and optimized
accordingly.
B. Guest Position and Orientation in Clathrate Cages.

We will now test the MMFF/molecular mechanics prediction
of guest orientation within the cages by comparing to X-ray and
neutron di!raction studies. There are many excellent X-ray and
neutron di!ractions studies of clathrate compounds employing
single crystal and powder di!raction methods. These di!raction
studies de"ne the oxygen atoms of the clathrate cages with very
high accuracy; the water hydrogens are disordered in the
clathrates and thus there are four half-hydrogens on each water
oxygen in the X-ray structures, as discussed previously. The
average positions of these half-hydrogens are also well-de"ned.
On the other hand, the guest positions and orientations in the
cages are not well-de"ned because there are both crystallo-
graphic disorder and positional disorder of the guests in the
clathrate crystals. Also there will be dynamic disorder due to
guest motion. The space group required disorder of a guest in
these cages might be 8-, 12-, or 24-fold depending on the
clathrate type and cage. The authors of the crystallographic
studies have done an admirable job of untangling this
complicated geometrical problem. We show that the molecular
mechanics in our studies allows for a usefully accurate
positioning of the guest within each cage. This will be helpful
to the di!raction studies as well as providing insight into the
details of cage structure for which unambiguous results have yet
to be obtained. One could apply the crystal symmetry to the
calculated guest position and then generate a model of what the
X-ray or neutron di!ractions studies might see.
The methane clathrate forms a type I system with methane in

both the small 512 and the large 51262 cages. The X-ray study19

has the methane in the center of the small 512 cage with the
hydrogens 12-fold disordered and each one pointing toward the
middle of a pentagonal face. In contrast to the di!raction
studies, the MM method makes a simple and unambiguous
prediction of the guest position within the cage. In this case,
this allows the hydrogen atom orientations to be easily
predicted. The MM predicts that the methane is located in
the center of the cage, within 0.05 Å, as shown in Figure 3 with
three of the hydrogen atoms of the methane pointing to a
pentagonal face and one at a water oxygen atom of the cage.
The di!raction results for the 51262 cages are more

ambiguous. They19 suggest that in the 51262 cages the methane
is fully disordered around the center of the cage without a clear
indication exactly where it is positioned. Our calculations show
that the methane is always centered between the two hexagonal
planes (2.97 Å from each hexagonal plane) whereas it is o!
center by 0.48 Å from the plane that is perpendicular to the
hexagonal face and through the center, as shown in Figure 4.
Thus we can show with some con"dence where the lowest
energy con"guration for methane or other guests are positioned
in a cage. We can generate the various equivalent positions in
the cage that the methane molecules can take up with equal
energy. In this particular case there are 12 such positions. The
carbon of the methane is always in the plane halfway between
the two hexagonal planes of the cage. The MM calculations are

completely consistent with the experimental data but also can
give more subtle information than the X-ray studies. It is of
interest that the higher-level quantum calculations (see refs 13b
and 13c) on the methane clathrates show similar guest
geometries and relative ordering of the type I and type II
stabilities. These higher-level quantum calculations have the
ability to produce a much more detailed description of the
properties of the methane clathrate than our molecular
mechanics calculations.
Reference 19 also discusses the type I acetylene clathrate. In

the 512 cage we "nd that the acetylene hydrogens point toward
the centers of two opposing pentagonal faces with a slightly
positive stabilization energy (7 kJ/mol). This is consistent with
the low occupancy found in the small cage. In the larger 51262

cage two distinct minima are found and are shown in Figures 5
and 6. For the lowest energy minimum, Figure 5, the acetylene
is parallel to the hexagonal faces with 12 equivalent positions
(rotated from the one in the "gure by 30° increments) and an
energy of !825 kJ/mol. For the second minimum, Figure 6, the
acetylene is perpendicular to the hexagonal faces with the
acetylene hydrogens pointing to the middle of those faces with
an energy of !820 kJ/mol. The X-ray analysis is interpreted in
terms of a “torus that winds along the equatorial plane” that is
"t to a model that indeed is quite consistent with our
calculation. Even very accurate di!raction data for acetylene
hydrate may not be able to test the existence of the second
perpendicular con"guration because of the 12 to 1 symmetry
ratio of the lower energy to the second minimum.
For the case of propane hydrate the MM method presented

here adds signi"cant insight to the di!raction analysis. Drawing

Figure 3. 512 methane.

Figure 4. 51262 minimized methane, side view.
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conclusions from the X-ray structure for propane hydrate19 is
extremely di#cult due to the low symmetry and $exibility of
the propane and a minimum of 12-fold symmetry disorder. The
author’s main conclusion19 is that the propane is not centered
in the 51264 cages. We tested nine crystallographically
equivalent con"gurations, one shown in Figure 7, of the
propane in the 51264 cage. The average Ecg was 1021.1 kJ/mol
with a standard deviation of 0.2 kJ/mol. These di!erences are
due to the nonidealized oxygen atom positions taken from the
X-ray studies as well as the nonsymmetrical external hydrogens
and hydrogen-bonding scheme in the isolated cages.
The CCl4!Xe double clathrate presents a very interesting

example of how the MM method con"rms and adds detail to
the insight gained from di!raction results. The neutron
di!raction study21a demonstrates that the Xe is in the center
of the smaller 512 cage and the CCl4 is disordered in the 51264

larger cage. A sophisticated model in the neutron study for the
CCl4 was employed by invoking three positions, one with about
twice the occupancy of the other two and for which the
proportion of the orientations were dependent on temperature.
The C of the CCl4 is centered in the large cage. Molecular
mechanics calculations show that there are three nearly equal
minima for the CCl4 that are consistent with the experimental
results. The most stable minimum, illustrated in Figure 8a, has
each chlorine atom pointing toward a hexagonal face of the
cage and a molecular mechanics energy of !996 kJ/mol,
whereas the second and third minima have energies of !991
and !988 kJ/mol.
The second minimum, Figure 8b, has one chlorine pointing

toward the center of one hexagonal face and the other three

chlorines pointing toward three pentagonal faces. The third
minimum has an orientation similar to that of the second but
pointing toward di!erent pentagonal and hexagonal faces.
Thus, in this case it is demonstrated that we "nd the three
minima with the same orientations as the di!raction study and
the correct prediction of the most stable orientation and the
less stable orientations.
We next discuss the structures of and trimethylene oxide

(TMO) from the point of view of the di!raction studies21!26

compared to the molecular mechanics calculations. The TMO
clathrate forms a type I clathrate with the empty small cages
and the TMO in the larger 51262 cages. Figure 9, reproduced

Figure 5. (a) Lowest energy C2H2 5
126 2, side view. (b) Lowest energy

C2H2 5
1262, top view. Figure 6. (a) Second minimum of C2H2 5

1262, side view. (b) Second
minimum of C2H2 5

1262, top view.

Figure 7. 51264 cage with propane in it.
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from ref 26 Figure 1, shows that the TMO has two independent
orientations and is disordered by 8 crystal symmetry imposed

orientations.26 The MM calculations yielded three minima for
the TMO in the 51262 cages, with energies of !807, !801, and
!797 kJ/mol. These are shown in Figure 10!12, respectively.

The angle between the perpendicular to the hexagonal face and
the C to O vector in the TMO is 15° for the most stable
(Figure 10), 30° for the second minimum (Figure 11), and 75°
for the third minimum (Figure 12). This is consistent with
another paper on TMO clathrates by Rondinone24 where they
"nd that in the type I TMO clathrate the angle of the TMO C
to O vector changes with temperature with the vector at 12° at
11 K and at 150 K is at 22°, whereas at 220 K it is 75°.
In contrast to the type I TMO clathrate, the X-ray structure

of the type II TMO clathrate shows that there is no major
change in orientation (other minima) of the TMO in the larger
51264 cage as a function of temperature. When TMO was
minimized in this cage, it had an energy of !985 kJ/mol, Figure
13, with no other higher energy minima that could be found.
The equivalent orientations always have the TMO O atom
aligned to the O of a H2O looking down a hexagonal face. In
the actual structure the TMO has many equivalent symmetry
related orientations. These calculated orientations will be an aid
in unraveling the X-ray disorder and in determining the guest
orientation and structure in clathrate systems.
The CO2 clathrate has been studied by various authors.25,27

The X-ray study by Udachin et al.25 is an unusually well done
and accurate structure. Figure 14 reproduces Figures 1 and 2
from ref 25 and illustrates the orientations of the CO2 in both
the small and large cages of the type I structure. In the large
cage they found two 8-fold orientations of the CO2: the "rst
eight have a 14.4° angle from the plane parallel to the
hexagonal faces and bisecting the cage; the other eight have an
angle of 6.5°. In a later paper27 by the same group, a single
angle of 8° is also found to be consistent with their data.

Figure 8. 51264 cage with CCl4. In (a) the Cls all point toward
hexagons whereas in (b) one Cl points toward a hexagonal and three
toward pentagonal faces. (a) is the minimum energy and the (b) is the
second minimum.

Figure 9. Figure 1 from ref 26.

Figure 10. (a) Top view, most stable orientation of 51262 TMO. (b)
Side view, most stable orientation of 51262 TMO.
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Molecular mechanics calculations are consistent with the above
results with the subtlety that the C of the CO2 is calculated to
be on the bisecting plane but 0.2 Å o! center and the tilt of the
CO2 with respect to the plane is 5°, roughly consistent with ref
27. As in the acetylene case, MM calculations predict a
minimum shown in Figure 15 and a second minima, 5 kJ/mol
less stable, shown in Figure 16, with the axis of the CO2 going
through the center of the hexagonal faces.
In every case that has been examined, the MM calculations

are consistent with the di!raction data in the literature and o!er
an interesting perspective for interpreting the data. In the
future, we suggest that combining MM calculations with the
di!raction analysis will yield additional subtle information
regarding the guest positions in the cages.

Multiple Occupancy of Cages. There are a number of
both experimental and theoretical studies of multiple
occupancy of the various cages in the hydrate clathrates.28!38

For guests other than hydrogen, MM also should be useful for
gaining insight into this issue. We have tested this hypothesis
for the case of CO2, Ar, and CH4. We calculated the stability of
multiple occupancy in the various cages by placing n guest
molecules in the cage and minimizing the system. The
procedure employed in this study was to add a guest to a
cage and minimize its energy and keep adding the next guest
until the system has a positive stabilization energy and thus is
no longer stable. This procedure gives both the energy of the

Figure 11. (a) Top view of second minimum orientation of 51262

TMO. (b) Side view of second minimum orientation of 51262 TMO.

Figure 12. Side view of 3rd minimum orientation of 51262 TMO.

Figure 13. TMO in 51264 cage.

Figure 14. Figures 1 and 2 from ref 25.
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N-guest system and the con"guration of the guests within the
cage. Table 2 shows the maximum occupancy that yields a

negative energy for each cage. The numbers after the dash in
Table 2 are the maximum occupancy resulting from the MM
calculations and the numbers in parentheses are the
experimental numbers. The results in Table 2 are quite
consistent with experimental data in the literature. At the very
least, calculations such as those performed here can illustrate
when an assumption used to interpret data is unlikely to be
correct. For instance, in a theory paper34 6 and 7 CO2
molecules are assumed to "t into the 51268 cage. These
calculations show that with more than 5 CO2’s the cage already
yields a positive Est. If one calculates the van der Waals
nonbonding distances in the assumed 6 and 7 CO2 cage
structures of ref 34, one "nds that the O---O and the O---H
nonbonding distances have van der Waals spheres overlapping
by at least 0.2 Å, for 7 (O---O) and 11 (H---O) for the 6 CO2
case, and 16 and 15 for the 7 CO2 case. The MM calculations
yield N = 3 as the most stable structure whereas N = 4 is also
stable. In these two cases there are no van der Waals
interpenetrations. We conclude that occupancy of the 51268

cage by more than 5 CO2 molecules will be very rare. Of
course, in the case of experiments conducted at very high
pressure, occupancies for which the MM model yields a positive
energy will be possible. A more sophisticated model would be
necessary to understand cage occupancy as a function of
pressure, and more experimental data are needed at high
pressure to compare with our results.

Electrostatic Potential Inside the Cages. There have
been a considerable number of higher level quantum
mechanical calculations on clathrate systems.13!18 Although
the calculations with molecular mechanics are less sophisticated
than ab initio or density functional methods, we have shown
that they are useful to calculate relative energies and positions
of the guests in the clathrates and clathrate type. On the other
hand, the higher level calculations can give insight that is not
available from the MM calculations. As we were comparing our
results to more sophisticated calculations, we discovered a
particular insight that we have not seen previously discussed in
the literature. Using the Spartan software, we ran a density
functional calculation with the EDF2/6-31G* functional and
plotted the electrostatic potential surface for the (H2O)24 5

1262

cage, shown in Figure 17. Though semilocal density functionals
have well-known de"ciencies for long-range dispersion
interactions, the electrostatics is generally accurate. The surface
color is red for negative electrostatic potential, blue for positive
electrostatic potential, and light green or yellow for lower or
more neutral electrostatic potential. The magnitudes of the
surface electrostatic potential as calculated in this case are for
the deepest red, !224 kJ/mol, and for deepest blue, +268 kJ/
mol. Inside the cage the pale green portion of the potential
ranges from !50 to +50 kJ/mol and the pale yellow ranges
from !50 to !80 kJ/mol. The lone H atoms sticking out of the

Figure 15. (a) 51262 CO2 side view. (b) 51262 CO2 top view.

Figure 16. (a) Side view 51262 CO2, second minimum. (b) Top view
51262 CO2, second minimum.

Table 2. Multiple Occupancies of CO2, Ar, and CH4 Guest in
Various Cages

cage CO2 Ar CH4

512 CO2-1 (1) Ar-1 (1) CH4-1 (1)
51262 CO2-1 (1) Ar-2 (1) CH4-1 (1)
51264 CO2-2 (1) Ar-3 (2) CH4-3 (na)
51268 CO2-4 (na) Ar-6 (5) CH4-5 (na)
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cage are, as expected, quite electrostatically positive whereas the
surface oxygens are quite electrostatically negative. We were
surprised that the potential inside the cage is relatively uniform
and quite small. Without showing the explicit atom positions, it
would be di#cult to locate the hydrogen atoms on the basis of
the potential map. The electrostatic potential inside the cage
only varies from +28 to !80 kJ/mol. We examined the internal
electrostatic potential for connected cages and found that they
are also relatively small compared to the outside of the cages.
We have also tested whether guests inside the cage result in
more polarization of the cage, and found no signi"cant e!ects.
We have not found any discussion of the low electrostatic
potential inside of clathrate cages in the literature, and we
believe that this will be a fruitful topic for future work. This
work suggests that van der Waals forces dominate the guest!
host interaction energy, with electrostatic forces playing a
smaller role. More sophisticated calculations than those
presented here would be required to con"rm this conclusion
from our work.

! CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that by molecular mechanics simulation
of the guest position inside a hydrate cage with "xed water
molecules yields useful insight for the prediction of clathrate
type and the guest orientation within the cages. Forty-six of
forty-seven clathrate types are successfully predicted by this
model, and the one case in disagreement with the model the
prediction is ambiguous. We also can "nd the calculated
positions and orientation of guest molecules in cages that are
consistent with di!raction data and yield new insight that is
obscured by the complexity of the di!raction data analysis. In
the cases for which several minima for the guest molecules are

not too di!erent in energy, the calculations yield insight into
the temperature dependence of the di!raction data. We also
have a method that easily predicts multiple occupation for any
guest (except hydrogen), as well as the geometry for various
multiple occupations. The results presented here show that the
MMFF potential functions are useful for simulating cage/guest
interaction energies that are more sophisticated than just
including the e!ective diameter and well depth of the guest!
host interaction. The applicability of the MMFF function is
perhaps not too surprising given that it was primarily developed
to simulate guest!host interactions in aqueous solution.
Finally, we present a density functional calculation of the
electrostatic potential inside and outside of the cages. We were
surprised to learn how neutral the potential is inside the cage,
and we have not seen a discussion of this point in the literature.
This result suggests that van der Waals forces will dominate the
determination of the guest/host cage energy and orientation.
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